Abstract-In order to solve the problem of automatic sampling of coal, this paper introduced the MCYY2000 6-DOF mobile coal sampling robot and analyzed its kinematics. This paper first introduced the mechanical structure of the 6-DOF sampling robot, then the forward kinematics equation of the sampling robot was established by the DH method. Next the interference situation of the sampling robot with coal containers in the sampling process was analyzed, and the judgment whether the interference exists or not was given. Finally the workspace of the sampling robot was analyzed by Monte Carlo method, and taking interference situations into consideration, the distance between the sampling robot and the coal containers should be within 5m was suggested. The work of this paper provides the basis of the followup sampling robot inverse kinematics solution and sampling path planning. And the method of studying the kinematic characteristics of coal sampling robot can also be applied to other kinematics analysis of robots.
INTRODUCTION
Due to the diversification of coal supply, coal quality fluctuation has been increasing [1] . In order to evaluate the economical efficiency of coal combustion, sampling and evaluating coal quality entering the factory has become the most commonly used control measure for all manufacturers [2] . Therefore, the management of coal quality has attracted the attention of all related industries, and the economical efficiency of coal combustion has become the key assessment indicators for coal-fired enterprises. Through obtaining representative coal samples, then testing and analyzing some indicators of the coal, including calorific value, ash content, moisture content, and sulfur content, to determine whether the coal meets the enterprise's coal standards, and determine the price according to the coal quality standards.
The traditional coal sampling machines are divided into three categories: bridge-type train entry coal sampling device, bridgetype car admission coal sampling device and belt sampling device [3] . They are all limited by the fixed occasions and their requirements for sampling locations are very high, so sampling is very inconvenient. As a result, the mobile coal sampler is widely used. It is not limited by the sampling location, and has a wide enough sampling space for flexible sampling. The mobile coal sampler is suitable for the sampling of the cars, the trains and the coal heap of commercial coal yards in coal factory, steel mills, power plants, ports and other field. With its advantages of small size, high mobility, and wide adaptability, in recent years it shows an important position in the industry of coal mechanized sampling.
This paper presents kinematics analysis of the MCYY2000 mobile coal sampling robot that we developed for enterprise applications. MCYY2000 mobile coal sampling robot has the advantages of convenient movement, easy to use, and various control modes (manual, semi-automatic, and automatic). It can realize full-section sampling, crushing, shrinking, and sample integration, and has the advantages of high sampling efficiency and overcoming the low accuracy, low efficiency, and poor flexibility in manual sampling process. The developed mobile coal sampling robot is composed of a movable truck loaded with a 6-degree-of-freedom hydraulically driven sampling arm. This paper provides a new reference method for automated and intelligent coal sampling under complex conditions, which has certain application value for reducing the labor intensity of sampling and reducing the risk of sampling operations.
II. MECHANICAL DESIGN

A. Working Principle
The three-dimensional model of MCYY2000 mobile coal sampling robot is shown in Figure I . It consists of a movable truck loaded with a 6-DOF hydraulically driven sampling arm. The working principle of this coal sampling robot is as follows: After the coal-carrying vehicle is parked at the designated inspection location, the mobile coal sampler accurately puts the sampling end into the already-set sampling point through adjusting the 6-DOF sampling arm. After the positioning is completed, the sampling end will rotate to sample coal. Then the coal samples are raised through the force of friction caused by rotating hydraulic motor, and the samples finally enter into hoppers for storage. Next the hopper door is opened when samples are transported to the sample preparation system, and finally the samples are crushed, shrinked and sent to the coal samples analytical equipment. This sampling process is completed and the next sampling process is preparing. 
B. The Design of Sampling Robot
The designed sampling arm of the mobile coal sampling robot is a 6-degree-of-freedom manipulators consisting of a rotatable supporting arm, a big arm, a lower arm, 2 telescopic arms, a sampling end, and many hydraulic cylinders. The layout structure is shown in Figure II .
The supporting arm is bolted with the slewing bearing on the base of truck. The pinion gear on the base of supporting arm meshes with the outer teeth of the slewing bearing, and the pinion gear is connected with the hydraulic slewing motor. The hydraulic motor provides power to drive the entire sampling robot accomplish 300° rotation. A rotary encoder driven by a pinion grar is also mounted on the other end, which has the ability to transmit rotary angle signals to the control system. The big arm, the lower arm and the telescopic arms are driven by their respective hydraulic cylinders to achieve pitching or telescoping; The sampling end is the core mechanism of the coal sampling robot. It is fixed in the telescopic arm at the end of sampling robot and moves along guide rail through the moving pulley block and the chain to make a linear reciprocating motion. Due to the 6-DOF sampling robot, the sampling end can move down at different angles to sample. The sampling end adopts a spiral structure, which is a screw transmission mechanism that the hydraulic motor provides power to drive the rotation of the screw mandrel. Its main function is to drill and transport the coal sample. When the spiral mandrel rotates, the alloy drill at the end of the spiral mandrel breaks the relatively larger coal samples while drilling the coal samples. The force of friction between coal samples and the spiral blade will send the coal samples to the top of the sampling end, and 1/4 coal samples will be stored in the small storage silo, the rest will overflow back to the coal cart. 
III. FORWARD KINEMATICS
The establishment of a robot forward kinematics model is the basis for analysing the kinematics of a robot. When the robot's structural dimensions and movement parameters (rotational joint rotation angle and displacement of the moving joint) are known, in order to analyze the end position and attitude of the robot, it is necessary to use a forward kinematics solution. Therefore, in order to analyze the kinematics of the sampling robot during the sampling process, we need to establish the forward kinematics model of the sampling robot.
A. Coordinate System of Sampling Robot
Analyzing the structure of the sampling robot, we can see that the sampling robot is similar to the industrial robot in mechanical structure, which consists of a series of connecting rods through the rotating joint and the moving joint. The relative rotation of the rotating joint and the relative movement of the moving joint make the sampling end to reach the desired position and attitude. The kinematic model of the sampling arm can be established by the DH method [4] .
According to the DH method, a coordinate system can be established. The sampling arm consists of four rotating joints and two moving joints. In order to determine the position and attitude of each arm, it is necessary to establish seven coordinate systems that are fixed to each arm. The established sampling arm coordinate systems are shown in Figure III .  is the angle between the first telescopic arm and the last telescopic arm(near the sampling end); 0 l is the vertical distance between the big arm rotating joint and the center of the slewing
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bearing on the base; 1 l is the length of the big arm; 2 l is the base tangent length between the axis of sampling end and the axis of the last telescopic arm; 0 d is the horizontal distance between the big arm rotating joint and the center of the slewing bearing on the base; 1 d is the arm length of the first telescopic arm (variable). 2 d is the length of the last telescopic arm (variable). The specific size parameters are in Table I . 
B. Forward Kinematics Model
In order to study the influence of the motion of each joint on the position and attitude of the sampling end, a homogeneous coordinate system transformation method is used to solve the description of the position and attitude transformation of the sampling robot. The transformation relationship between i-1 and i coordinate systems can be achieved by the translation and rotation of coordinate systems. According to the DH method, the coordinate system transformation between the i-1 coordinate system and the i coordinate system can be represented by the following transformation matrix when the DH parameter is known. 
According to the meaning of each DH parameter, the structural dimensions of the sampling robot can be analyzed to obtain the parameters of the connecting rod, as shown in the Table II.   TABLE II Substituting the size parameters in Table I and DH parameters in Table II into (1), you can get the transformation matrix of each adjacent coordinate system. 0,1 T and 1,2 T are as follows, and the rest are also available. 
Thus the transformation matrix from the base coordinate system to the sampling end coordinate system is as follows: 
T T T T T T T 
Then the kinematic equation of the sampling robot can be expressed as: 6 0 , 6 0 0 0 1
Among them: (p , p , p ) 
IV. INTERFERENCE DETECTION
The coal is placed in the train containers. The 6-axis sampling robot must prevent collision with the walls of the containers during the sampling process. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the interference between the arm of the sampling robot and the walls of the containers during the sampling process. Considering the actual working conditions, the sampling end of the sampling robot is the part that the most likely interferes with the containers. Therefore, the interference situation between them is analyzed as follows. Figure IV) Using the Monte Carlo method, the workspace of the sampling robot with different distances away from the train container is shown in Figure VII after eliminating the presence of interference.
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1) When the interference does not exist, the points on the sampling end axis below the dashed line(in
As we can see in Figure VII , The sampling robot can sample the entire section of the container within 1-5m from the train container(the blue section is the workspace of sampling robot in train container). When the distance from the train container exceeds 5m, the sampling range which the sampling robot can sample is smaller and smaller in the train container. Therefore, it is necessary to keep the distance between the sampling robot and the train container less than 5m. The kinematics of a mobile coal sampling robot was introduced. This paper introduced the mechanical structure of the sampling robot and used D-H method to establish the forward kinematics modeling of the sampling robot. This kinematics model is not only the basis for the analysis of the interference detection in the robot sampling process, but also the basis for the follow-up sampling robot inverse kinematics solution and sampling robot path planning. Based on the forward kinematics model of the sampling robot, and according to the actual working environment of the sampling robot in the coal sampling in train containers, the interference situation in the robot sampling process was analyzed, and the criterion of whether interference has occurred is given. It provides a reference for the sampling path planning because it is undesirable for the sampling robot to interfere with train containers in sampling process. Finally considering the limitations of interference conditions, this paper analyzed how the sampling robot's workspace in coal containers varies with distance from coal containers. The kinematics analysis of this paper provides a reference for subsequent motion planning and inverse kinematics solution of sampling robots. At the same time, the method for studying the kinematic characteristics of coal sampling robot can also be applied to other kinematics analysis of robots.
